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About This Game

Attention shoppers! The sequel to everyone’s favorite sexy scavenger hunt game is here! Can you save a dying mall by making a
pin-up calendar? Explore a dying mall and interact with a quirky cast of character as you once again set out to save the world

with the power of pin-up photography!
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Features

Explore a sprawling, dying mall.

Meet a cast of goofy characters.

10 beautiful pin-up illustrations drawn by the very talented Raf.

Soundtrack consisting of remixed mall muzak.

Minigames galore!

This is a rather short game that will roughly take an hour to complete. Please keep that in mind before you buy.
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I like space buildy-type games like this. I wanted to like this game too, but I'm having a SUPER hard time doing it. I am not a
stranger to games like this, in fact, this genre is sort of my jam. I play(ed) Eve, Space Engineers, Starmade, Avorion, Elite
Dangerous, Empyrion and others. This game is tagged as early access, but it's been out for FOUR YEARS!

With my experience with kludgy and cobbled up menus, this game should be nothing new, and it doesn't need to be perfect
either. This game is extremely new-player unfriendly. It's got a very abbreviated tutorial that introduces you to a very small
amount of the game and most importantly, introduces you to the ABSOLUTELY TERRIBLE mouse flight controls. Hyper
sensitive flying, regardless of my mouse DPI settings and the control options in the game change exactly ZERO with regards to
ship handling, and the flying is very much like Elite Dangerous. For a game about SPACESHIPS the devs have completely
dropped the ball on this and they apparently don't give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The only way to slow down
the super touchy flight controls is to take most of your thrusters off or offline, and then the ship handles like a rock. FOUR
YEARS! I feel like 40% of Grosse Point Blank . . .

There are a TON of machines, consoles and screens and extremely few of them have any kind of labeling or explanation as to
what they actually do or are for. Some of the machines can be figured out, but more than half, no clue unless you comb the net
for information on how to play the game that the devs haven't bothered to explain or describe. Half the machines on my ship -
NO clue what they do or how to use them so if I don't want my money to be wasted on this game, I have to go online and get
other players to show me what the devs could have and should have done. IE the BASICS.

There are all kinds of modules and cards and discs and chips - and no explanation. How do I get them? No idea. How do I make
them? Well, I click on them IF I can find them, and then it shows me some coloured ingot icons - you guessed it with ZERO
explanation or naming on them. How do I use them? No idea. What do you use them FOR? No idea. If the devs actually wrote
some instructions like :

"This machine is called "this". It does "this". This is what you need in order to build it."

Instead, we get an encyclopedia that you have to search for items, but if I don't know what the hell it is called or what it does,
how do I search for it? There is a tab menu system that you use to access all kinds of information, but you have to hold the alt
button every time you have any menu open to free the mouse (or it just pans the whole screen and gives you vertigo).

It's got a ship editor that is not unlike the other games I've mentioned, but you have to be extremely careful you don't
inadvertently delete things with accidental right-clicks, because then it's next to impossible to figure out what you deleted and
how to get it back. Impossible I say because 1) when you mouse-over some machine\/part it tells you NOTHING about the
object - no name, nothing. So then when you manage to find the components in the different build menus that are based on
inside, outside or sticking from inside to outside, 2) it gives you the name when you mouse over it (and you don't know by name
if that's what you're looking for after you deleted it), but most of the time the menu image doesn't even LOOK like the
component after you put it in the ship! Then there's saving the edit, which doesn't mean it will actually take your modifications
and put them into the game, THAT is a completely different button that doesn't look like it implements any changes you made,
but it does anyway.

My biggest problem is drones randomly attacking me, warp scramming me so I can't get away, and then blowing me up, for no
reason and with no warning while I am doing simple delivery missions in the starter system. So, after 35+ hours, after being
blown up 3 times, I have no idea why they're doing it, no idea how to forewarn myself and I have less money than when I
started. IF this WAS still an alpha, and presumably it's claimed to be in beta now, as an alpha, I could understand why it's so un-
fleshed out. I watched the latest live stream (#56 or something) and even the devs had NO CLUE what key strokes did what,
what options\/functions worked, what keys did what and where things were located. There are functions and keys that aren't
even documented in the Control section of the Options! Supposedly there's some kind of "gripper" so you can open stuck doors.
Really?? Supposedly there's a key stroke that allows you to follow other ships. ?? After 50-some-odd TWO HOUR streams, the
devs are still doing what I'm doing and driving around mining. Supposedly there's more than that, so HOW TO YOU GET TO
MORE CONTENT! DEVS!?!?

. . . and then the multiplayer\/networking. Get about 5 players or more (and sometimes not even 5) and the entire game chugs to
the point where you can't even function and then you invariably lose connection or the game crashes.
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Anyway, this game COULD be very cool and supposedly you can build stations and get shipping and trading routes, and there's
pvp - which I have zero interest in, but there are so many things that are busted and the biggest thing, NO INFORMATION ON
HOW TO USE THE GAME, I would say wait. After FOUR YEARS, I would say give it another four years or wait until it is on
sale for like 50% off. After the amount I've tried to play the game, I can't get my money back now, so that sucks . . .. Where do
I begin with this awesome retro/modern title from the developers of another favorite of mine, Primordia? I guess the obvious
has to be the amount of levels, each with its own unique bosses, weapons to acquire, mechanics to learn. It is quite refreshing to
see games that have had so much love put into them. Wormwood Studios spares no awesomeness. If its achievements to achieve,
or something you'll replay over and over. They bring it to the table. Hats off to you Wormwood, keep the good times rolling!.
The game is gorgeous and has great music, but it isn't the space sim it appears.

1. There are no physics even on planets.

2. There is a hit indicator but it makes no noise so when you actually get attacked by a random drone you you'll most likely be
toasted as the AI rarely miss.

3. If you're looking for an interesting campaign there isn't one.

4. The only working game mode in single player is Waves which is only on one level. If you attempt to create your own match
with a set number of drones they will spawn around you instantly killing you before you explore.

5. Multiplayer is dead so I can't tell you if it's worth it.

Yes it's early access but unless they change around the mechanics I don't see much promise here.

. As soon as you buy this the license time period starts . To me that makes no sense. A player should decide when to redeem his
license. Look at the rods stats in every DLC 1st before buying , alot of them repeats itself wich i find a misleading and a
negligent thing to do. The gear in this DLC is very good but not for a new player. Maybe wait til you hit level 5 ? This game is a
pure pay to win CLEARLY but hey , it's still a good fishing game. My thumb is halway down.. I bought this game today and i
played 1.7 hours of it already, very adicting and a wonderful soundtrack.

I saw that this game might be taken down if you do not receive $1,000 but if you do not reach your goal I don't want a refund, I
want you to keep it. This is one of the games I have been searching for my whole life and I found it in a random corner in
Steam.

If you could add online multi player so I could play with my friends then I would be very happy.. Nauseating and just plain
awful. Couldn't get past the first 10 seconds. I want my $0.99 back....  KnightFall - this game is probably one of the best
indie game I've played in a long time. The game keeps the tension of navigating in the darkness and the unknown to the
most brutal sword fights. The soundtrack is epic and the graphics are on point. The controls are responsive and
snappy. If you like explorer games then this is for you.

 The mystical teleporter pad is cool!
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Very buggy. The AI often say "the AI has no moves, its your turn again" - however there is a lot of moves for the AI to do. The
game crashes a lot on my Mac (mid-game) and I have not one single time succeed to play against another player (ranked).
Money back please!!!. Ok everyone who knocked this game,though it is more arcade like It was the pre-cursor to vegas, and
vegas besides it's lack of going prone "like this title" was a great achievement. This game sometimes looks better the vegas in
some cases and thats my story and im sticking to it.. Very interesting!
I wouldn't really "recommend" this game to everyone as it doesn't have a typical appeal like story (I didn't understand a single
thing about the plot), graphics (standard pixel art) or gameplay (incredibly buggy and unpolished).

The only appeal that I can find is its weirdness.
I personally quite like figuring stuff out for myself instead of being told and trust me, this game is happy to hide as many details
as possible from the player.

I spent 2\/3 of my time restarting various times trying to understand the mechanics of this game and once it all "clicked" I
breezed through the game from start to finish with no problems in one attempt, I even skipped a lot of items (optional ones like
health and traps that help agaist hazards) since I already figured out how to reach the end.

Basically this game is not complex, it has only a couple of simple rules.
It's just that said rules are a little arbitrary and explained quite ambiguously but once you figure them out you're good to go.

If I explained them you could essentially beat this game in 30 minutes or less so the meat of the game is mostly being in the dark
trying to understand what's going on which is in the end what the devs were going for thematically, even though that's a result in
equal measure not only of their creative vision but also pure amateurishness.. Great soundtrack just love it. Looks so cool!. This
game, why is it even available? This game isnt worth anything at the moment i start singleplayer it crashes instantly i start
multiplayer it works with an average fps of 10 (i can play cod ghosts on my pc without any lag at all) this is just crap do me a
favor and dont buy it until it gets further developed.. It's an okay game. Graphics are nice. Camera movement is awful though
and makes me dizzy in about 2 minutes. Good concept but I wouldn't tell my friends to go get it. At least it was free.
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